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Chapter 611: Desperate Stream 

 

Twenty minutes later, Wang Yi teleported to the surface of the huge damaged spaceship. 

"There are two goals for entering the spacecraft this time. One is to go to the "Tongtian Demon Pillar", 

which is the black stone pillar, to sharpen the will, and the other is to find the treasure blue token space 

left by Jie Fanzi." Wang Yi whispered. 

"The magic pillar of the sky is deep in the inner space of the cosmic ark, and the treasures left by Jie 

Fanzi are closer to the edge of the core area in the inner space. They are all far away, and it is not so 

easy to reach them." Wang Yi sighed. 

"Even though the safest and shortest route to the black stone pillars, as expected, there are 892 terrible 

dangerous areas on this route." 

Some safer places can move forward by teleporting, but extremely dangerous areas can only fly slowly. 

Wang Yi estimates that it will take about 500 years to reach the magic pillar of the sky. 

And rushing from the Tongtian Demon Column to the blue token space location of the treasures left by 

Jie Fanzi, because there is no tomb boat of Luo Feng, it will take much longer than Luo Feng at that time. 

But if you are exploring and sharpening yourself, it doesn't hurt. 

The treasures left by Jie Fanzi might be excited and ecstatic for other peak races, but for Wang Yi it was 

only incidental, giving himself a goal. 

"According to my estimation, the possibility of signing in the Xeon Supreme Treasure in the inner 

domain is very low. At most, it is the Peak Supreme Treasure." Wang Yi overlooked the extremely large 

spacecraft. "If you want to get the Xeon Supreme Treasure, the most It's better to enter the core area... 

but that kind of place is too dangerous." 

"I have to continue to improve and make more preparations." 

Wang Yi sighed. "It would be great if I could get a tomb boat." 

After all, even the Xeon Supreme, which can resist some dangers, will be impacted by some terrible 

environments. But the tomb boat is very stable, difficult to shake, many dangerous places can be rushed 

arbitrarily. 

This is the advantage of the mechanical flow treasure, even if the user is not strong, it can still exert 

power beyond imagination. 

Wang Yi's panel also has Mechanical Flow Arcana, but the True God-level Mechanical Flow Arcana 

requires at least tens of millions of Arcana Points... Obviously, it is not what Wang Yi can exchange now. 

"The ship of the tomb will probably take tens of thousands of years to be born. At this time, I don't know 

if it was dug up by the strongest demon **** of the universe in the first reincarnation era. It is 

impossible to go to the Flame Ice Region to try your luck in advance. "Wang Yi shook his head. 
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As for the Leiyi Demon God, his whereabouts are secretive, who knows where he roams in the core area 

of the universe ark. 

"It's better to improve your own strength in these ten thousand years." 

Wang Yi no longer thinks about it, brush it! Fly directly to the spaceship, which is surrounded by a large 

number of vines, deep in a large dark and cold crack... 

... 

In a blink of an eye, 15 years passed. 

Wang Yi easily dodged the huge aquamarine ropes and flew over the endless black ocean, and saw the 

endless black rocky land bordering the black ocean. 

Above the black rocks are countless molten magma. The suspended magma sea often falls. At the same 

time, there are a large number of strange flame boulders falling from the magma sea, smashing 

downwards. 

Wang Yi stopped at the edge of the black rocky land, looking up at the endless sea of magma suspended 

high in the sky, his eyes finally changed from indifferent to solemn. 

"Ming Shen Jian, it's here." 

The area here is called "Mie Shen Jian". 

Among the 892 extremely dangerous places on the chosen route, the degree of danger is the highest, 

enough to rank in the top three! 

Extinguishing God Stream is divided into endless magma sea above and endless rocky land below. 

To break through, you must move between the two... 

There are many dangers along the way. 

The most terrifying thing about Desperate God Stream is the Lava Demon God! 

The lava demon is a terrifying unknown life wandering in the stream of the gods, nearly tens of billions 

of kilometers high, its wisdom is very low, it can even be said to have no wisdom! But its strength is 

extremely terrifying, its body cannot be damaged, so far no one has been able to injure the lava demon. 

In other words, the strongest in the universe can barely escape under its hands, and the Lord of the 

universe will almost certainly die when they fight with him! 

Once caught by the hand of the lava demon! Those who are not the strongest in the universe are bound 

to die. And even the strong who was caught in the history of hiding in the peak palace treasure, quickly 

perished. 

Wang Yi whispered: "If I happen to encounter the Lava Demon God and cannot escape, I can only use 

the Golden Armor God to get out." Even if I was hiding in the Tongtian Tower, if I was caught by the Lava 

Demon God with one hand. It is impossible for the Tongtian Tower to run, and it will be in a difficult 

situation forever. 



There are a total of nine lava demon gods in Deshen Jian! 

"Best, don't meet that lava demon!" 

The wings of Wang Yi fluttered behind his back, and the dim gray light immediately diffused to a radius 

of 80 light-years. At the same time, he had already flown into Mie Shen Jian. 

The blazing temperature is enough to annihilate the Universe Venerable. 

From time to time, a large amount of magma falls from high altitude and falls to the ground. 

The most dangerous thing is that some unmelted boulders fall at a high speed, and the impact contained 

in it is enough to directly kill a master of the universe. 

Wang Yi dealt with the past easily and kept flying forward cautiously. 

The stream of extinguishing gods spreads in the range of nearly ten thousand light-years. In some areas, 

the space is completely condensed without a trace of fluctuation. There are very few areas that can be 

teleported. And there are many places that cannot be explored through domains. 

It was in a corner of Wang Yi's domain that couldn't be explored. 

A head emerged from one of the caves in the black rocky land, with sparse fiery red hair on the head, 

and the one-eyed one eyed on the head was looking at the gray-winged figure swiftly advancing in the 

air outside. 

"Huh, finally someone broke into Deshen Stream?" 

Observe carefully with one eye on the head. "This look is very similar to the chaotic origin master of the 

primitive universe who has recently been rumored to be vigorous." 

"I heard that the Lord of the Chaotic Source is a peerless genius of mankind. Although he has been 

practicing for a very short period of time, he has the main power of the fifth-order universe by relying on 

the Supreme Supreme Treasure. Is it true or false? The Supreme Treasure is at least the Lord of the Five 

Chaotics "crazy" Divine Armor "Is that level?" The existence of sparse fiery red hair and one-eyed head 

kept muttering in his heart. 

"This kind of treasure, if it falls into my hands..." He couldn't help showing strong greed in his 

eyes~www.mtlnovel.com~If it's outside, I can't help him, but here in Mie Shenjian, But my site. " 

"I have to think of a way to grab his treasure." 

The one-eyed head of the head is spinning more vigorously, with a cunning smell. 

"Yeah." Wang Yi, who was flying, suddenly sensed that a powerful creature appeared out of thin air 

behind him, and looked back. 

"Someone? He is..." 

In an instant in his own memory database, he quickly contrasted with the breath and appearance of this 

strong man. 



"He is... Yin Tuo in the reincarnation era of the first universe?" Wang Yi's mouth twitched. "That's right, 

Yin Tuo has stayed here all the time, but why did this stuff suddenly pop up? Does he want to make my 

mind?" 

Chapter 612: Yin Tuo, you are looking for death! 

 

Seeing the fiery red figure resembling a human child, Wang Yi quickly recalled the information related to 

"Yin Tuo" in his mind. 

Yintuo: He is a strong ancestor of the first cosmic reincarnation era. He was born from a special life. It 

looks like a child, but it is the unique special life "Yintuo" in the first cosmic reincarnation era, even in 

the original universe. This special life was not born, extremely powerful. 

What he practiced is "the way of the golden beast and god." He is very good at close fighting, and at the 

same time good at mind weapon attacks. His mind weapon is the famous pinnacle of mind power 

treasure-gold sulfone armor! 

The combat strength should be the top level among the masters of the universe, and it is estimated to 

be comparable to the master of the ice peak and the master of the virtual gold. 

Of course, because of his special life origin, the natural divine body is very special, it is too difficult to kill 

him... 

"Yintuo! Why are you looking for me?" Wang Yi frowned and said indifferently, "I don't know you." 

"Huh?" Wang Yi suddenly felt that his diverging gray realm had just been contended by another space-

time force, but how powerful is Wang Yi's winged space-time control power, absolutely stronger than 

the general peak realm-like treasures, only better than The "Xeon Supreme Realm" is weaker, and this 

force is easily rejected and returned without success. 

"Oh?" Yin Tuo, who was chasing behind, all eyes brightened, looking at Wang Yi. "Little human guy, I 

heard that you have a lot of precious treasures, it seems to be true, but I am also curious, why did you 

come here to extinguish the gods." 

"I'll come if I want to, it has nothing to do with you." Wang Yi said indifferently. 

"Hahaha...it really has nothing to do with me, but I like the treasure on you, so let's leave a pinnacle 

treasure and I will let you go, how about it?" Yintuo laughed. 

Wang Yi's face turned gloomy, "This joke is not funny at all." 

"No, no, no, I didn't joking with you, I'm serious." Yintuo said seriously, "Although you are strong, I can't 

help you out there, but here is Mie Shenjian, no matter how strong you are, as long as Not the strongest 

in the universe, it can be fatal." 

"I heard that you have the main battle power of the fifth-order universe. I may not be your opponent." 

Yintuo smiled weirdly, "but, I have been lurking here for many years, and I don’t know how much the 

environment here is better than you. You are number one. Come again? How much do you know about 
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the terrain of Desperate Stream? I don't have to fight you desperately. I just need to pester you, add 

obstacles to you, distract you, and maybe you fell somewhere." 

Yin Tuo grinned and said, "Ming Shenjian is very big, even if you fly by yourself for a long time to fly out, 

let alone interfere with me, it is very dangerous, how about it, as long as a pinnacle treasure I will let you 

go." 

"Are you threatening me?" Wang Yi was a little funny, his voice cold. 

"Yes, I'm threatening you!" Yintuo's face turned grimly, "Anyway, the time limit is approaching, and 

sooner or later, it will fall. It's better to be crazy before you fall...Little guy, you belong to the primitive 

universe, and you have a long lifespan. , Really want to bet with me?" 

"By the way, don't think you can kill me. If you know my name is due to Tuo, you should know that as 

long as you are not the strongest in the universe, you can't kill me. Even if the strongest in the universe, I 

won't necessarily die! " 

"Boring." Wang Yi glanced at Yin Tuo coldly, his wings flashed and it turned into a stream of light and 

disappeared instantly. 

Yin Tuo originally thought that the human would at least hesitate after saying so much, but he didn't 

expect the other party to dismiss it at all. 

That attitude hurt him deeply. 

The strong men in the first reincarnation era were mostly crazy, and the ancestral gods like Yintuo who 

were born in special life are even more extreme. Wang Yi's attitude suddenly angered him. 

"Damn human beings, you don't even put me in your eyes." Yin Tuo was very angry, with sparse fiery red 

hair on his head dancing wildly, and his one eye kept turning. "This human being is not in the game." In 

fact, even if Wang Yi obediently handed over the treasure to him, he would not give way. Instead, he 

would be even more accountable, thinking of trying to anger Wang Yi and lead him into a trap. 

"There is no way, I can only use that method, I hope it can irritate him." 

"Human!" Yin Tuo chased after him. 

"Do you think you ran away?" 

"Yintuo, don't bother to think about it in vain, you won't be able to catch up with me no matter what." 

Wang Yi didn't bother to pay attention to this Yintuo. 

Because Yin Tuo's genius talent is really against the sky, first-class life-saving. 

His divine body is not large, but there is a special feature...that is, his divine body can be directly 

weakened to one ten thousandths of any material impact! If coupled with the Supreme Armor to 

weaken the enemy's material attack to one ten thousandth, it would be equivalent to weakening to one 

hundred millionth. How terrible? So it is known as Yin Tuo who can't die! 

Even if he could survive the terrifying attack of the Lava Demon God, Wang Yi did not have the 

confidence to kill him. 



"This talent is very similar to the talent'absorption' of the Yanxing Behemoth, but the Yanxing Behemoth 

can only be weakened to one tenth... or the difference in strength is not too big. However, Yin Tuo can 

be directly weakened to ten thousandths. One, it is worthy of being the unique and special life "Yin Tuo" 

in the first reincarnation era, and it really goes against the sky." Wang Yi sighed. 

As for Yin Tuo's provocation? He just caught the wind in his ears. Anyway, it is impossible for Yin Tuo to 

catch up with him. 

"Damn it! Human type run!" Yin Tuo, who has turned into a golden unicorn lizard with its famous 

treasure "Golden Sulfone Armor", roared desperately to chase, and even burned his divine power to 

perform secret methods, but found that he could not catch up with the previous one. Humans can't help 

showing shock in their eyes. "How could this be? How could the mighty power of this time and space 

domain be so strong? It feels like it surpasses the peak domain category treasures. This, this is too 

strong. I have been suppressed so powerfully by the strongest methods I used." 

A strong greed spread rapidly in Yin Tuo's heart, and he howled in his heart, "Such a powerful treasure, 

even if it is rare in the universe, it belongs to me. Today, I must seize this treasure." 

"Humanity!" 

Because Tuo's voice came from behind ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Although it was interrupted by the gray 

light domain, the domain was also an extension of Wang Yi's consciousness, so Wang Yi naturally heard 

the sound when it reached the domain. 

Seeing Wang Yi flying without looking back, Yin Tuo continued: "Do you know how the Lord of 

Mengchen from your human race died a long time ago?" 

"Um?" 

Wang Yi suddenly turned his head. 

Yin Tuo grinned, "Yes, I killed him. With the help of Mie Shenjian, hahaha, what? Didn't she send the 

news back? No wonder, I was hiding in a place that the domain could not detect, she might think it was 

Mie Shenjian. The disaster that erupted in Shenjian's own environment, who knew I was behind it." 

A white lightsaber appeared in front of the golden unicorn lizard, and he sighed softly. "It's so pitiful, it's 

a terrible death, but it's a pity that there is no treasure left to me, you say, why is she so unlucky, she 

just met me." 

Chapter 613: Intuo who was beaten up 

 

Seeing the white lightsaber of the unicorn golden lizard, Wang Yi recalled the conversation with his 

teacher Pang Bo at the Chaos City mansion. 

...The teacher Pang Bo was silent at the time, and then slowly said: "Yes, I remember the one who fell 

recently is the Lord of Chenhe, who fell in the Universe Sea many years ago." 

Wang Yi's eyes became cold. 
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Although he had never met the Lord of Chenhe who had fallen a long time ago, he was the same as the 

Lord of the human race and universe, and he was born with a sense of identity. 

The fall of the Lord of Chenhe is also a great loss to the human race! 

The culprit is the triumphant "Yin Tuo" powerhouse of the first reincarnation era. 

"Haha, there are very few masters of your human race and universe. If you die, you are very distressed. 

Are you very angry now? Very angry? You really want to kill me, right? Unfortunately, you can't kill me." 

Yin Tuo was thief. Hi, but his expression is even more arrogant. If he wants to continue to anger Wang 

Yi, it is best to make him lose his mind. 

Wang Yi looked at the one-horned golden lizard coldly. Although he was angry, he was not affected by 

the anger. It is just that since "Yin Tuo" killed the lord of his race and universe and was so rampant in 

front of him, if Wang Yi was Once he left, it was not his style. 

What if the strength is far surpassed him, because he is also worthy? 

"Yin Tuo, you **** it!" Wang Yi shouted angrily, turning into a red streamer and rushing towards Yin Tuo 

behind like lightning. 

"Haha, this stupid little human fellow was really stunned by anger. I have a chance." Wang Yi's actions 

were in Yintuo's arms, and due to ecstasy in his heart, the golden unicorn lizard it incarnate also made a 

shock. The roar of the sky, the extremely ferocious giant golden unicorn lizard about one hundred 

thousand kilometers long, the Golden Beast God, "Roar..." followed the roar of the golden unicorn lizard 

and directly greeted him. 

Wang Yi has turned into a dazzling phantom streamer, and the golden unicorn lizard has also turned into 

a dazzling golden streamer, and the distance between the two sides keeps getting closer. 

"boom……" 

At this time, a huge celestial rock suddenly fell from the endless magma on the middle heads of the two 

parties that were about to collide. The largest rock on that day was about one billion kilometers in 

diameter. Easily killed most of the masters of the universe. 

A cold light flashed in Wang Yi's eyes. Through the power of his gray realm, he controlled the falling 

direction of the falling celestial rock slightly toward Yin Tuo, which was shrouded downward. Under the 

blessing of the domain power, the falling speed of this celestial rock It has reached the extreme, causing 

the space to be distorted into blurred light and shadow, and it smashes against the golden unicorn lizard 

with great momentum. 

In the body of the "giant unicorn lizard", Yin Tuo was not afraid to see this scene, but did not evade the 

celestial rock that crashed down. Instead, he roared and greeted him directly, "Boom... …" Its huge tail 

slammed and hit the sky rock, causing it to slightly change its angle and continue to fall downward, and 

the endless impact contained in the celestial rock also made the golden unicorn lizard use this force to 

suddenly change its direction. Changed and rushed out in the other direction. 

"Chang!" 



A sharp blade of light suddenly slashed out from behind the celestial rock like a lightning, powerful and 

powerful, and the surrounding time and space trembled under this blade. 

"Asshole!" The golden unicorn lizard roared and waved its own golden claws. That claw was full of the 

perfect charm of the way of the golden beast god, as if the real beast **** was resurrected, and the way 

of the beast **** was revealed. Incisively and vividly. 

"Peng!!!" 

The 100,000-kilometer-long golden unicorn lizard was slashed out fiercely, and the powerful impact was 

blocked by the mental weapon form formed by the "Gold Sulfone A" outside. When it was transmitted 

to "Yin Tuo", it was again Being weakened to one-tenthousandth, it has done little harm to it. 

Even so, Yin Tuo couldn't be happy, because the humans in front of him rushed over again with 

murderous aura. 

The knife shines like a rainbow! 

quick! 

allow! 

ruthless! 

The entire space was shrouded by the sharp light of the sword, and there was no opportunity for the 

golden unicorn lizard to escape. 

What's more, within that gray light, the action of the golden unicorn lizard was greatly weakened. 

Yin Tuo could only resist as hard as he could, but was beaten everywhere like a sandbag. 

"Peng!" 

"Peng!" 

"Peng!" 

"Ah, human, you can't kill me!" Yin Tuo roared. 

"It doesn't matter! If you can't kill you, you can trample you!" Wang Yi frantically brandished his swords, 

and every knife slashed heavily on the golden lizard, the golden beast **** condensed from the 

supreme pinnacle power weapon "Gold Sulfone A". I don't know how many knives were slashed. 

If he were to be replaced by any Tier 4 universe master, he would be immortal and disabled at this time. 

But Yintuo is a unique and special life after all. The divine body talent can weaken the impact of foreign 

matter to one ten thousandths. In addition, "Gold Sulfone A" also blocks part of the impact, and the rest 

will affect "Yintuo". But it is difficult to cause substantial damage to it. 

This is why Tuo can't die! 

Yin Tuo was also very surprised, "Why is this human being so strong? It feels much more terrifying than 

any fifth-order universe lord I have ever seen." 



From the damage received, the opponent's strength can also be judged. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source was much more terrifying than the Lords of the fifth-order universe that Yin 

Tuo had fought in the past. 

"Could it be that the Lord of Chaotic Source is not Tier 5, but Tier 6?" Yin Tuo had a thought in her heart. 

"Wow...wow..." 

Suddenly, the magma sea above the far front suddenly began to form a huge vortex, and the originally 

quiet magma sea began to rotate gradually. 

"Haha, Magma Vortex has appeared! Lord of Chaotic Source, you're done!" 

Yin Tuo called out happily at a glance, and instead of retreating, he took the initiative to rush forward 

and entangled Wang Yi crazily, his strength was stronger than just now. 

"This Yintuo actually knows how to hide strength." Wang Yi glanced at it indifferently, and then turned 

his gaze to the magma vortex. 

Magma Swirl is also one of the most terrifying threats of Desperate Stream, one of the seven threats 

second only to Lava Demon God. 

There are still very few terrible records about magma vortex in human race data~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

but the "Jie Fanzi" records are extremely detailed, and even records some situations once caught in the 

magma vortex. Obviously, the Jie Fan of the year Zi has entered the whirlpool and wandered through it. 

"Boom boom boom..." 

With the swirling of the magma vortex, terrible winds began to occur within a few light-years of the 

surrounding area, causing some of the huge falling rocks on the originally black rock ground to escape 

from the ground and start to spin in mid-air. The speed is not fast or slow. one. 

And as time goes by, the rotation speed of those huge celestial rocks is getting faster and faster. 

The magma vortex will become larger and larger with the passage of time, and the scope of its influence 

will become larger and larger. 

Its expansion speed is definitely faster than the escape speed of the Lord of the Universe, and the 

surrounding area has condensed long ago, and there is no spatial fluctuation at all. Even if you want to 

escape, you can’t escape. This is why Magma Vortex is called the Seven Despairing Stream. One of the 

dangers. 

Chapter 614: Conceited 

 

Wang Yi looked up at the rapidly expanding magma vortex above his head, his eyes extremely cold. 

Endless wind, extremely powerful. 

Trapped in this gust of wind, almost 0.01 second was hit by the full punch of the powerful man who had 

just entered the universe! 
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Although the power of a powerful one who has just entered the Lord of the universe does not seem to 

be great, it must be known that being caught in an endless gust is always being impacted. Every 0.01 

second is so strong. Just one second is equivalent to being attacked. A hundred punches... and it will 

continue. 

If it is the Lord of the universe with a weaker defense, even if he does not die, he will be seriously 

injured. 

"Chichichi..." The wind kept blowing on Wang Yi's dark red armor, his expression did not change at all, 

but the speed inevitably slowed down. 

There are some rocks flying around a hundred times the speed of light, but the two sides either avoid it 

or attack directly on it and fly with force. 

"Hahaha...Lord of Chaotic Source, it's too late for you to regret it now. I have survived hundreds of 

millions of times in the magma vortex in these hundreds of epochs. There are other dangers in 

Desperate Stream. There are many dangers you have to face... you What? How long can you last? When 

you die, the treasure on your body will be mine." The golden unicorn lizard roared excitedly, and its 

body moved with the violent wind, and it was constantly spinning, and its tail was also Shaking it 

occasionally makes it look like a fish in the water, which can easily move forward in strong winds. 

"Really?" Wang Yi smiled indifferently. This magma vortex may threaten other universe masters, but 

because Tuo expected this to make him fall, it was too self-righteous. 

"Death is imminent, so arrogant!" The golden unicorn lizard was very angry, moving in the squally full of 

mystery and flying towards Wang Yi extremely fast with the help of the wind. 

"It will be you who die!" Wang Yi unceremoniously swung his sword, and the sword instantly burst into a 

stunning blue wave, like a splendid galaxy covering the space, sweeping towards the golden unicorn 

lizard. 

That is full of endless murderous, mysterious and incomparable knife, slashed at the golden unicorn 

lizard. 

Wang Yi did not use the secret method that perfectly blended the strongest secret method level, nor did 

he urge the third level of the Xeon Treasure to be launched, and the wings did not unfold...because this 

cannot kill Yintuo, too strong strength will make Yintuo vigilant, saying Uncertainly, I will give up 

entanglement with him and leave...In this case, it is better to paralyze him first and wait for the 

opportunity. 

Even so, Wang Yi, who has a profound sense of law and a super treasure, is much stronger than many 

Tier 5 universe masters, and crushing Yintuo is not a problem. 

"Yin Tuo, you want me to die, but I want you to die." Wang Yi's heart was full of murderous intent. 

"Roar!" The golden unicorn lizard also let out an angry roar, with huge golden claws, sharp wings, that 

whip-like tail...like a true golden beast **** as fierce as a real golden beast, using various methods crazy 

and Wang Yi Battle. 



However, with the suppression of the gray light domain, Wang Yi's strength was far superior to the 

golden unicorn lizard. Because Tuo was almost ravaged one-sidedly, being chopped out again and again, 

hitting the flying rocks, a bit miserable and embarrassed. 

"Damn, human, why are you so powerful?" After being hacked out again, the golden unicorn lizard had 

to stop, a little frustrated. 

"Boom boom boom..." The magma swirling power ahead became more terrifying, the black rock ground 

was cracked, and a large number of huge rocks were spinning and flying in the air at high speed. 

The golden unicorn lizard seemed to be totally unaware of Wang Yi, and was overjoyed. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source is so careless? That's right. He has only a short training. He has the main 

power of the fifth-order universe when he first entered the Universe Sea. He must have his eyes above 

the top, hum. It is stupid to dare to underestimate the magma vortex. The danger of Extinguishing God 

Stream is not so simple. Outsiders know the real threat of magma vortex." 

The so-called danger of the magma vortex is only the threat that is exposed on the surface, and the real 

threat actually comes from the danger in the central area of the magma vortex—the annihilation of the 

cyclone. 

The golden unicorn lizard stared at the opposite figure excitedly, "When the magma swirls over, he will 

definitely bypass the central area. At that time, I will directly use the secret method to trigger the core 

annihilation whirlwind and affect him! Humph, my body is strong. With special talents, he can barely 

escape the cyclone of annihilation. Most masters of the universe, once caught in the cyclone of 

annihilation, will be instantly strangled and annihilated, and there is no way to escape." 

It should be understood that it is very difficult for the masters of the universe to kill each other. But in 

the Three Jedi, if one party has a stronger ability to survive and knows more about the dangers of the 

Three Jedi, it is entirely possible to use some of the terrible dangers of the Jedi itself to "kill the other 

party." 

Spreading gray and sharp wings, and a dark red armor with mysterious radiance, Wang Yi, standing 

fiercely in the air, turned his head and glanced at the magma vortex in front of him, and said in his heart: 

"That's where the Annihilation Cyclone is hidden." 

The Annihilation Cyclone is invisible and colorless, and it is impossible to detect at the core of the 

magma vortex. Generally, the strong find that the danger in the center of the magma vortex will evade 

and will not stupidly rush to the core, so almost no one knows this secret... and the universe is the most 

The strong are exceptions. Because neither the magma whirlpool nor the annihilation whirlwind poses a 

threat to the strongest in the universe. 

Even the greatest threat to God of Extinguishment, the "Lava Demon God", if you really want to 

encounter it, the strongest in the universe can also retreat. 

Even the ancestral sect where Yintuo lives, has just learned this secret in this reincarnation era. 

However, Jie Fanzi even went in, and there will naturally be relevant records. Wang Yi knows the secret 

of this. Of course, Tuo's calculations have failed. Even if they have not failed, there is no way that they 

have the most powerful and precious Wang Yi. 



So in the face of absolute strength, all conspiracies and tricks are useless. 

"However, it is still impossible to use this Annihilation Cyclone to kill Yintuo. It is powerful and has 

special talents. Annihilation Cyclone is not enough. You have to continue to look for opportunities." 

The two are pregnant with ghosts. 

The two sides entangled and killed each other for a while, and suddenly— 

On the other side of the magma vortex, two figures suddenly emerged from a deep cave on the ground, 

turning into two streams of light and quickly flew toward the magma vortex, but they were two strong 

gods eyes. 

"The magma vortex has appeared. has turned upside down. It is very likely that there will be a treasure. 

We must hurry up and don't be preempted by others like last time." 

"Um?" 

As soon as the two strong God Eye races flew over, they saw the two fighting figures on the other side of 

the distance. 

One of the strong God Eyes was a little surprised, "Lord of the Five Huns, you see, there is a golden 

unicorn lizard... Oh, it should be Yintuo, one Yintuo...it doesn't mean much to the Lord of Five Huns." 

"Who is fighting Yintuo? Actually dared to fight Yintuo in Deshenjian." The two god-eye clan 

powerhouses were a little surprised. 

These are two strong God Eye tribes who have also been stationed for a long time in Deshen Stream, 

after sensing the appearance of the magma vortex, they all rushed to see if they could gain something. 

Naturally, they also saw the battle between the golden unicorn lizard and Wang Yi. . 

"That seems to be human?" 

Chapter 615: God Eye Race 

 

Seeing the battle situation clearly, the two strong God Eye tribes glanced at each other. 

"It's so strong, I can actually suppress Yintuo. Yintuo is also the master of the fourth-order top universe, 

and he is not the opponent at all." There is a blinded aperture in the back of his head, and there is a 

phantom one-eyed ghost in the aperture. The person said solemnly. 

They were also strong in the first reincarnation era, and naturally they knew Yin Tuo's strength. 

"It's a human, but it's unfamiliar. There is such a strong ability to suppress Yintuo. The most suitable for 

this identity information... Only the chaotic source master who has recently risen to fame in the 

primitive universe." 

Afterwards, the two strong god-eye tribes also felt the gray light permeating the surrounding space, and 

their expressions changed. 

"Wait, this gray area... why is it so strong?" 
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"It doesn't seem to be an ordinary Supreme Treasure Domain. I haven't seen it before, but it can control 

time and space. It's strange. Is it the treasure of the Lord of Chaotic Source?" 

Not to mention the astonishment of the two god-eye clan powerhouses, they are fighting the golden 

unicorn lizard...or Wang Yi, who can be ravaged, naturally found two god-eye clan powerhouses 

suddenly appearing through the time and space domain. 

There are many caves on the black rocky ground of Mie Shenjian, and there are endless underground 

mazes under the caves. With this rocky ground isolated and obstructed, Wang Yi had not found the God 

Eyes approaching before, just as he had not found Yintuo in time. 

The underground maze is much safer. Many areas can be teleported, and the danger is low. The key is a 

"mysterious" character. As long as you can detect some safe routes and you can teleport, you can pass 

through the underground maze. Quickly move the position, and can also quickly avoid the lava gods and 

so on. 

However, the map left by Jie Fanzi obtained by Wang Yi does not have this information. Jie Fanzi is the 

strongest alone after all. First, he is strong and disdains to drill holes, and second, he does not have the 

energy to slowly drill there. Jie Fanzi spends more energy on the core area, and the inner domain is not 

worth spending so much effort. 

And big forces like the God Eye Race and the Ancestral God Sect in the First Universe Reincarnation Age 

have spent countless efforts to study the underground maze, and they know some safe routes anyway. 

"God Eyes?" Wang Yi's thoughts turned sharply, and he immediately remembered. 

Dare to destroy God Stream, the strength is naturally different, and it is the God Eye Clan of the First 

Universe Reincarnation Age... 

"The lord of the five chaotic bodies and the lord of the arrows." Wang Yi was stunned. He has fresh 

memories of these two characters. 

It is not surprising that the Lord of Five Chaotic Groups and the Lord of Investigating Arrows appear 

here. After all, they have been stationed in Mie Shenjian for a long time, and it is normal to come and 

take a look when encountering such a big movement. 

As for the Lord of Arrows, his combat power is probably at the level of the Lord of Bingfeng, and he 

possesses a peak domain type treasure. He is good at bow and arrow attacks. Bow and arrow attacks are 

very rare in the vast universe. 

The lord of the five chakras is completely different. He also studied the five ways of the beast gods-

empty gold, empty wood, empty water, empty fire, empty earth, the five in one, as well as the pinnacle 

domain type, the pinnacle palace type, etc. With many treasures in his body, his strength is comparable 

to that of Chaos City Lord. 

At this time, the "lord of the five humilis" also used his domain, and saw the mighty water ripples spread 

out, but when they touched the gray light, if they encountered infinite obstacles, the spread was very 

slow, and they were even affected. Signs of forcing back. 



"It's a strong field." The Lord of Five Chaotic Groups had a solemn expression. "Although my water wave 

**** can only be regarded as general in the peak domain category, but it should not be suppressed so 

easily. This time and space domain is very unusual." 

Can it be normal? The time and space domains that Wang Yi's wings display are all on the same level as 

strange things, only inferior to Xeon Zhibao. 

"Boom!" Another strong God Eye tribe, the "Master of Arrows", said nothing, but he also used his most 

treasured realm. I saw countless lights of swords suddenly surrounded him, and countless lights of 

swords crashed crazily. "Dark Nation", this is the "Knife Core Realm" of the pinnacle domain of the 

"Master of Arrows"... But the strength of the master of Arrows is not as good as the master of the five 

chaos, and the power of the ultimate category of the peak domain is equal to five. The "Water Wave 

Hell" cast by the Chaotic Lord is almost the same, it is no match for the ubiquitous gray light. 

The Lord of Arrows' eyes lit up, "It's amazing, this supreme power that controls time and space is 

stronger than any peak domain-like treasure I have ever seen, and it is definitely an extremely rare 

treasure." All moved slightly. 

These precious treasures, they may not be able to get one after a long time. 

The Lord of Arrow and the Lord of Wuhuo glanced at each other, and both nodded secretly. 

"It is said that the newly emerged Lord of Chaotic Source of Human Beings is super powerful, with many 

super treasures on his body, it seems that it is true." said the Lord of Arrows. 

"It's also our chance to meet at Mie Shenjian," the Lord of Five Chaotic Swords said slowly. 

The two god-eye clan powerhouses didn't find any treasures in the surrounding area, so they all focused 

on the distant battlefield and talked with each other secretly. "Looking at Yintuo's appearance, it seems 

that he also wants to use the idea of the Lord of Chaotic Source. It should be the terrible danger of the 

environment of Mie Shenjian itself to prevent the Lord of Chaotic Source from escaping." 

"Some of the secrets of Mie Shenjian are relatively clear in our first reincarnation era. The original 

universe does not know much. The Lord of Chaotic Source does not know the inside story, and it may 

really suffer a big loss." The Lord of Arrow's eyes lit up," At that time, it will be our opportunity." 

Although their hearts are moving, they are not in a hurry. 

After all, Wang Yi's strength is very strong, and there is this heaven-defying domain, which is obviously 

hard and bones, and he is not sure if he really wants to use the lord of the five chaotic forces. It is better 

to sit and watch the changes first. 

"The lord of the five clues, the lord of the arrow." The golden unicorn lizard being beaten saw the lord of 

the arrow and the lord of the five clues in the distance, and Yintuo's eyelids twitched. "It is actually a 

**** eye clan. These two guys will be in trouble if they intervene." 

Because Tuo asked himself, he was not the enemy of two strong God Eye races, so he could save his life. 

"Hurry up and kill the Lord of Chaotic Source, and take the treasure away." Yin Tuo secretly said in his 

heart. 



He looked at the human being in front of him, of course he knew...When this human being dies, the 

strong God Eye Clan will inevitably come over and grab the treasure. 

But he is close, and of course the probability of winning the treasure is also great. 

"I want to kill with a knife so as to take advantage. Huh. I won't do what you want." Yin Tuo controlled 

the huge golden unicorn lizard on his body and let out a roar, as if he continued to rush towards Wang Yi 

on the opposite side, and then he was dizzy and turned around with a knife. . 

"This human being is really strong." Because the corners of Tuo's mouth twitched, he was a little 

suspicious. The more he fought, the more frightened he became, and his heart began to lose 

confidence... Can Annihilation really be able to deal with this terrible human? 

"Boom boom boom..." 

The two sides kept fighting under the lava sea, sometimes separated by falling celestial rocks, and then 

continued to collide, and the distance to the magma vortex was getting closer and closer. 

"Okay~www.mtlnovel.com~The opportunity is here!" There was a hot light in Yintuo's eyes. 

A powerful wave emerged from its giant golden unicorn lizard, swiftly and violently, and passed to the 

magma vortex almost instantly... 

It came too suddenly! 

"boom!" 

Before getting there, it was cut off instantly by the gray light. 

The smile on Yin Tuo's face was stiff. 

"Why, why..." Yin Tuo showed a frightened expression. 

"Don't be stupid! When I don't know the annihilation cyclone of the magma vortex?" The answer to him 

was an extremely sharp knife light, and the golden unicorn lizard that reacted slightly dull because of 

shock fell to the bottom. 

Chapter 616: 5 Arrows 

The golden unicorn lizard stabilized its figure in the air, raised its head unwillingly looking at the human 

beings rushing over, and roared: "How did you know the existence of the Annihilation Cyclone?" 

"Guess?" With a cold smile on Wang Yi's face, since he learned that the fall of the lord of the human race 

universe is related to Yintuo, he has had a strong murderous intention towards Yintuo. 

Yin Tuo was anxious at the moment. "What to do? This human being actually knows the existence of the 

Annihilation Cyclone, and it prevents me from using the secret method to cause the Annihilation 

Cyclone to spread over, then I can't deal with this human being. Next, the next danger doesn't know 

when it will appear." 

Yin Tuo knew that although he was immortal, he could be said to be undead, but it didn't mean that he 

was strong. Now it is obvious that Wang Yi is pressing him against him. 
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Both sides didn't burn much divine power. Because Tuo didn't burn divine power, it was because 

burning divine power caused him a greater loss. Wang Yi's attack did not cause any harm to him, but if 

the divine power was burned for a long time, the divine body would of course be weakened. 

But he was far inferior to Wang Yi, burning divine power, and there was nothing he could do with Wang 

Yi, the human domain could make it suffer. 

The same is true for Wang Yi. Even if he burns his divine power, he can't defeat the perverted Yintuo. 

The two sides seemed to be the only ones who were exhausted. 

The calculation failed, of course Yintuo was uncomfortable, and the lord of the five chaos and the lord of 

the arrow in the distance also shook their heads when they saw this scene. 

"This Yintuo is really useless." The Lord of Arrow snorted, and then looked at his companion next to him, 

"Wu Huo, what should we do? Should we do it now, and if we join forces with Yintuo, we still have a 

good chance to stay This human." 

Although Yintuo's strength is not as good as that of humans, the immortality is still very terrifying, and 

no matter how humans attack, it is difficult for Yintuo to really cause fatal damage. 

Among the two, the Lord of the Five Clues is stronger, so the Lord of Arrows must also listen to the Five 

Clues. 

The Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups was silent for a while, slowly raised his head, looking at the two 

figures under the lava swirl in the distance, a crazy color slowly appeared in his eyes. 

"Life is limited, and eternity is hard to find." The Lord of the Five Huns said softly. 

This is a sentence that has not been circulated in the universe and how long it has been circulated. 

But it was pursued by countless strong people. 

In the first reincarnation era, because they are about to face the limit, many strong people are crazy, 

most of them are crazy. Sometimes they dared to rush even when facing great danger, not to mention 

being an enemy of a strong person whose strength did not exceed the ability to bear. 

"The way to the strong is to fight!" said the Lord of the Five Huns indifferently, "Let's do it." 

"Okay!" Excited on the face of the Lord of Arrows. 

They also heard that the Lord of Human Chaotic Source had several clones, but they didn't find out after 

watching them for so long, and they guessed in their hearts that either they weren't brought together, 

or they were hidden...but it didn't matter. 

Both the Lord of Arrows and the Lord of Five Clues have confidence in their own strength. 

Even if they face the strongest in the universe, they are sure to save their lives. No matter how powerful 

the Lord of Chaotic Source is, what can they do with them? Could it still make them fall? 

"Huh?" Wang Yi, who was violently beating Yintuo's golden unicorn lizard, also found that two powerful 

auras were breaking through the space-time realm and quickly approaching here. 



Wang Yi’s winged space-time domain is strong, but when used alone, it has not yet been able to 

completely restrain superpowers such as the Lord of Arrows and the Lord of Five Hurdles. Even the 

master of the universe, such as Emperor Yan, is of the highest level. It only weakens part of the strength, 

not to the extent that it can be kneaded. 

"Yin Tuo, let's join forces to deal with this humanity." Although the Lord of the Five Husbands doesn't 

like this Yin Tuo, he is still a not weak combat power anyway, and Yin Tuo has always been waiting for 

him with his powerful talents. In the dangerous place of Mie Shenjian, the understanding of Mie 

Shenjian is much better than them, and it is still useful at this time. 

As for the real solution to human beings, how to divide the treasures, I will talk about it at that time. 

Can this Yintuo still be able to compete with the two of them? 

Because Tuo also understood the situation, he immediately agreed. He also hates Wang Yi who has been 

ridiculing him all the time. But he hesitated for a moment, and he reminded him. "Be careful, lord of the 

five chaos, I think this human being should still hide his strength." 

"No matter how hidden, is he still the Lord of the sixth-order universe?" The Lord of the Five Chaotic 

Groups didn't care too much. 

The Lord of Arrows sneered, "Yin Tuo, it's a shame that you are a unique and special life in our time. The 

famous Yin Tuo who claims to be unkillable will be ravaged by a little human who just entered the 

universe. It really made me feel like this. Eye-opening, I think you are getting better and better, and you 

are actually scared by a human being." 

Lord of the sixth-order universe? 

How can it be! 

The Universe Sea also has a sixth-order cosmic master in the two small universes of the East Emperor 

Holy Land and the Purple Moon Holy Land. That’s because they couldn’t give birth to the strongest 

person in the universe. Used by the Lord of the Universe. 

And just like the God Eye Race, the first peak race of the first reincarnation era, the seven strongest 

people in the universe, the number of cosmic masters is also quite large, but there is no master of the 

sixth-order universe. 

After all, it is not certain whether the God Eye Race has ten strongest treasures. The strongest ones in 

the universe are not enough. How can they appear in the hands of the Lord of the universe below? 

The hope of detachment from reincarnation lies in the strongest in the universe. Even if the Lord of the 

universe really gets the strongest treasure, what use will it do for them? In the end, it will fall into the 

hands of the strongest in the universe. 

This is also a common situation in the universe. 

This is why, except for the two eternal holy land universes, other forces seem to have not seen that the 

Lord of the universe possesses the strongest treasure. 



Just as the human race in the primitive universe gets the Xeon Treasure, the first priority is of course to 

give the giant axe. There is nothing to say. 

"Huh!" Yintuo was a little angry, but didn't continue to say it, after all, this was just a guess from him. 

And now, although the power displayed by the Lord of the Human Chaotic Source is strong 

~www.mtlnovel.com~, it is still in the range of the fifth tier, which is similar to the top fifth tier such as 

the Chaos City Lord. 

Hard to kill, but not without a chance. 

Especially in the depths of this inner realm, there is a lot of danger of Desperate Stream. 

"The Lord of Five Chaotic Forces, Lord of Arrows, do you want to be my enemy too?" Wang Yi's voice 

was low and indifferent, and the blue sword in his hand haunted endless evil spirits. 

The lord of the five chakras flew over, "Human, hand over that wing, we will let you go." The lord of the 

five chaotics can already see that the air power was urged by the wing at that time, and he was naturally 

greedy. 

"Just the three of you?" Wang Yi smiled, full of contempt, and slowly uttered the last two words. 

"……waste!" 

The faces of the Lord of Five Chaotic Regions and the Lord of Research Arrow changed slightly. 

"Hahaha..." Yintuo among the giant golden unicorn lizards laughed wildly, "Lord of the five husks! Lord 

of the arrows! You have all heard, this kid is crazy enough!" 

"If that's the case, don't blame us for being impolite." The Lord of the Five Huns sneered coldly. The one-

eyed phantom behind him turned out to be bigger. Hum! The one-eyed phantom instantly burst into 

dazzling light in all directions. 

The world has changed drastically. 

"Five muddy world! Water wave prison!" 

Chapter 617: Lava Demon: Yes, I'm here again 

 

The loud bang resounded throughout the world, and the colorful light and endless water ripples 

converged in the sky. 

The power of the domain that was suppressed just now skyrocketed, even slightly suppressing Wing 

Time and Space. 

Shuibo Hell is the pinnacle of treasure. 

One side of the world, the ‘Five Humor Realm’, is a means similar to a small universe. 

Bless each other, but the power skyrocketed. 
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Bang... The two areas kept colliding and trembling, and at the same time they were eroded by the 

annihilation whirlwind of magma vortex. 

Wang Yi just watched quietly, without the slightest disturbance in his heart. He just used his wings to 

control time and space alone, and also did not use the Supreme Treasure Domain and the small 

universe. 

"Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups, you are looking for death." Wang Yi said coldly. 

Turning into a streamer, the lord of the five chaotic squads flew at super high speed. His whole body 

began to show strange black scales, especially his right hand, which turned golden, and he was obviously 

ready to go all out. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin, I have fought against the City Lord of Chaos of your human race before, and I 

also admire your City Lord of Chaos, who can actually create the strongest extinction "Five Beasts" that 

took me more than a reincarnation era. "The chamber resists... and now you don't know how it 

compares with your city lord?" 

Wang Yi looked at the mad Lord of the Five Clues. He knew very well that the most precious and 

powerful thing in the Lord of the Five Clues was the "Armor of Extinction"... The real name was the 

Armor of the Desire of Madness, and it was definitely second only to the best. The most powerful 

precious treasure, even the master of the five chaotics, the strongest extinction of the five beasts, is 

based on the creation of the "Mad Demon Destroying the God Armor". 

"Sure enough, the benefits are moving people's hearts. People die for wealth and birds die for food." 

Wang Yi also understands the thoughts of the Lord of the Five Hurdles. He is nothing more than coveting 

the treasures in him, plus the belief that he can't help them. Here is the destruction of the gods. Jian. 

The right time, the right place, and the people are on their side, it's no surprise that they will do it. 

"But being too confident can cause disaster." The expression in Wang Yi's eyes became colder and 

colder. 

Originally, he only wanted to kill Yintuo, but the Lord of the Five Husbands wanted to get together. 

"Because you try to continue to provoke the Annihilation Cyclone, if it doesn't work... we will join hands 

to blast the Lord of Chaotic Source into the Annihilation Cyclone." The three masters of the universe 

quickly reached an agreement. 

It is difficult to kill a Tier 5 universe master, but this is Mie Shen Jian, their home court, they still have a 

bit of confidence. 

And the golden unicorn lizard transformed by Yin Tuo was still pestering Wang Yi crazily... Obviously, he 

was really desperate. 

Wow... and the armor of the main body of the five chaotic bodies has turned into a hideous monster. It 

has four sturdy hooves, three pairs of wings, and nine tails. At the same time, it also has five heads, a 

weird head entwined by vines, The one-horned lizard so angry, the dragon head surrounded by flames... 

Five heads, a strong lion-like body, four hooves, six wings, and nine tails. 



This is the extinction divine armor of the Lord of the Five Chaotic Forces. It can be transformed into the 

five beast gods by using secret methods. Even if the defense is comparable to the defense of the peak 

palace treasure, his strength is almost all on this extinction divine armor. His many secret methods pass 

through The extinction armor can be used to achieve a terrible level of power, even if the five beasts are 

extinct, it is created based on the third layer of the extinction armor. 

"Roar..." The alien beast raised his hair and made five voices, either low, high, or hoarse...Waving its tail, 

flapping its wings, it flew towards Wang Yi, surrounded by five types of air currents. 

The Lord of Arrows follows behind the Lord of Five Chaotic Systems, and there is also a purple wooden 

bow in his hand. An arrow is placed on the bowstring, and the divine power burns, and the endless 

divine power is poured into the peak and treasure long-range attack weapon, making this purple The 

whole body of the wooden bow is crystal clear, with secret patterns appearing, radiant, and the ancient 

and powerful aura permeates the coercion. 

The one-eyed phantom behind the Lord of Arrows stared at Wang Yi in the distance, faintly locked in. 

"Shoo!" He shoots an arrow with a bow, all in one go. An arrow with a dazzling purple streamer like a 

star, traversing hundreds of millions of kilometers, the sky and the earth are quiet, and the universe 

directly cracks a crack. Obviously the power of this arrow is extremely condensed, and even the tearing 

cracks are so neat. . 

However, the real main force on the battlefield was not him, but the Lord of the Five Chaotic Sects who 

displayed the form of the Five Beast Gods. 

"Roar..." The five-headed ferocious beasts have rushed in front of Wang Yi, extremely fierce. In an 

instant, the ferocious beasts launched their attacks frantically, and every part of the body turned into a 

murder weapon, claws torn, head biting, tail flapping, wings flapping, body diving and colliding... 

The way of the beast **** is great, and if you reach the lord of the universe, you can naturally become a 

beast god! 

The "Five Beast Gods" form of the Lord of the Five Chakras is even more bizarre. One is that the five 

ways of the space beast gods he has comprehend are combined with each other, and the other is that 

this extinction **** armor perfectly exerts the power of the five beast gods! 

Among the masters of the universe without the most powerful treasures, the master of the five chaotic 

forces is definitely the top one! Even if Wang Yi, who created the perfect fusion of the strongest secret 

method, is stronger than him, it is unknown. 

But Wang Yi has the Xeon treasure! 

War knife! 

wing! 

armor! 

field! 

How does the lord of the five chaos compare to him? 



But the Lord of Five Chaotic Groups didn't know yet, and was still thinking about...being able to let Wang 

Yi fall through the danger of Extinguishing God Stream. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, taste the power of my fighting secret "Five Beasts"!" The five-headed 

ferocious beast let out a low roar. 

The golden unicorn lizard next to it looked surprised secretly. "The great extinction of the five beasts of 

the Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups is indeed a well-deserved reputation. This human being will be 

bullied miserably." 

Wang Yi also wielded his sword, seemingly trying his best to resist the attack of the Lord of the Five 

Clues. At the same time, he flapped his wings, as fast as lightning, and avoided the Lord of the Five Clues 

from time to time like a ghost. 

"Huh? How can he dodge so fast. It's that wing!" The Lord of the Five Husbands was a little annoyed, 

"Yin Tuo, what are you still looking at, why don't you help me deal with this human together!" 

Yin Tuo also joined the battlefield. 

"Haha, you really want face, three well-known universe masters actually besieged me, a newcomer who 

just entered the universe." Wang Yi's wings fluttered, his figure as fast as lightning, in the siege of the 

three powerful men. The shuttle flashes constantly. 

"The Universe Sea is so cruel, now it's just for you to recognize the reality." The Lord of the Five Chaotic 

Groups has a cold voice, "What's more, with the Lord of Chaotic Origin, your strength is not a 

newcomer." 

How can a newcomer have the strength of the master of the fifth-order universe. 

Except for the two holy places of the East Emperor Holy Land and the Purple Moon Holy Land, which 

occasionally appeared like this, the other cosmic masters have not been tempered from the weak. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source's dodge ability is too troublesome~www.mtlnovel.com~It's as slippery as a 

fish, which makes people irritating. 

"Fortunately, the combination of my five corpses world and the water wave **** can suppress the 

opponent's wing field, otherwise." The lord of the five corpses was amazed. At the same time, I am 

more eager for that wing. 

With this wing, his strength can definitely rise to a level. 

"Um?" 

Suddenly the Lord of Five Chaotic Body trembles, and he violently turned his head to look in one 

direction. 

Investigating the Lord of Arrows and Yintuo also seemed to feel something, and looked at them at the 

same time as the Lord of Five Huns. 

"Boom boom boom..." 

I don't know when, like a sea of high-altitude magma in the distance, a huge shadow suddenly appeared. 



Chapter 618: 1 death? joke! 

 

"Oh..." Accompanied by a low roar, an incomparably huge arm appeared, and then the incomparably 

majestic lava demon descended from the magma sea. 

"Finally here." Wang Yi looked at the towering figure in the distance, his eyes darkened. 

Because they wanted to take advantage of the danger of Extinguishing God Stream to make Wang Yi fall, 

why not Wang Yi? 

"Lava Demon God!" 

"It's the lava demon!" 

The expressions of the Lord of Five Huns, Lord of Arrows, and Yin Tuo all changed drastically. 

The lava demon is a nightmare for the master of the universe who is roaming in the stream of the gods. 

No one knows how it came. Its divine body cannot be destroyed. Although it can only fight with fists and 

feet, its fist and footwork is extremely mysterious. Even the strongest in the universe with the strongest 

treasure will fall into the disadvantage. 

In Mie Shenjian, it is invincible. 

The lord of the five chakras, the lord of the arrows, and Yintuo made the same reaction at the first sight 

of the lava demon god—turning around and running. 

Against the lava demon, even the strongest in the universe had to retreat, and the Lord of the universe 

fell one hundred percent against him. 

No one wanted to stay to face the lava demon. 

But at this moment, something unexpected happened to them. 

"Ha ha!" 

Wang Yi, who had been besieged by them, let out a cold laugh at this time, and then something shocked 

them happened. In Wang Yi’s gray realm, endless black rivers sprang up and diverged violently, the lord 

of the five chaos." The "Shuibo Hell" and the "Five Chaotic Realms" were blasted open all at once, and 

the three masters of the universe all fell into the river with astonishing binding power, and their speed 

suddenly dropped sharply. 

"What is this?" Yin Tuo felt the strong resistance around him, and now its speed was less than one-tenth 

of the previous one, and his face changed in fright. 

"The water wave prison of the lord of the five chakras has been blasted away?" The lord of the arrows 

was also stunned. 

"Lord of Chaotic Origin, what are you doing?" The Lord of Five Chaotics turned his head and his eyes 

burst into flames. At the same time, there is a bad feeling in my heart. "The Lord of Chaotic Source 
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actually hides this hand, so sooner or later, he doesn't need to use it suddenly when the lava demon 

appears. Could it be that he wants to..." That thought made him tremble all over. 

Wang Yi's wings fluttered lightly and flew in front of them with ease. With the blessing of the domain, he 

was of course faster than the lord of the five hordes who were trapped in the quagmire under the 

pressure of the domain. He sneered and said: "Didn't you guys clamor for me to look good before? Why 

are you afraid now?" 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, the Lava Demon is coming, so don't care about the previous things, it's 

important to run away quickly." Yin Tuo was extremely anxious. 

Because Wang Yi deliberately targeted, the strongest restraint of the domain is due to Tuo’s side, 

causing it to fly the slowest and lag far behind the others. Although the distance between each other is 

less than tens of billions of kilometers, but the first to face the lava **** It must be it, how can it not be 

in a hurry. 

Wang Yi glanced at him indifferently, and said in his heart: "This is due to Tuo, who has the talent of the 

gods to save his life. It turns out that the demon **** of time and space was killed by both feet of lava. 

This time, we must find a way to make it fall completely." 

It turns out that in history, Yintuo escaped a catastrophe by relying on his god-body talent, but his 

vitality was also greatly injured. This time Wang Yi would not let him escape easily again. 

In particular, he killed a strong man of the human race, so he couldn't let it go. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source! The Lava Demon God is here, we will die, and you will die too!" The Lord of 

Arrows could not help but shout, and he was also afraid in his heart. He is not like the Lord of Five 

Chaotic Systems, he has no clone. Falling here is really falling. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, quickly lift the domain!" 

"Master of Chaotic Source! It's still too late! Lava Demon God is here, and your clone will fall, even if it's 

not for this clone, don't you want your treasure?" 

Wang Yi looked at them indifferently, and the naked ridicule on his face caused the hearts of the three 

strong men to sink. 

"The lava demon is coming, he still wants to hold us to death together, is it possible that he is a lunatic." 

Yin Tuo's eyes were red. 

"Die together! A joke!" Wang Yi sneered, "You will die, but I won't." 

"Naive! The lava demon doesn't recognize you!" The lord of the five chaos saw the lava demon fast 

approaching, almost mad. "Master of Chaotic Source, do you really want to live with me? Now time and 

space are frozen, and no one can teleport! If you don't let us go, you have to die! Do you really want to 

do this?" 

The Lord of Five Chaotic Groups didn't understand what the human beings thought, that was a terrifying 

lava demon god. 



The lunatics of their first reincarnation era were crazy enough, and they didn't expect the Lord of 

Chaotic Source to be even crazier than them. 

If you don't agree, you will die with them. 

But what are the benefits? 

No benefit at all! 

"The Lord of Chaotic Origin!" The Lord of Wu Chaotic, the Lord of Arrows, and Yin Tuo wanted to say 

something more. They are not reconciled to such a fall. 

I won’t say anything about Yintuo and the Lord of Arrows. Although the Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups 

has a clone, this is the strongest master battle clone. What he carries is his accumulation of nearly three 

reincarnation ages, as well as his life’s roots." Destroy the God Armor"...how can I give it up like this. 

The description is slow, the strength has reached their level, and the divine power transmission 

communication is terrible. And the speed of the lava demon is equally fast and terrifying! 

Its strength is already incredible. Even the strongest person in the universe who possesses the strongest 

treasure can only escape. It is conceivable that it can endure. 

He can be regarded as the strongest treasure in human form, and has reached the point of "breaking the 

law with force", and all laws have no meaning to it. 

Its speed also far exceeds the limit of "hundred times the speed of light", and more than thousands of 

times. 

boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! 

In the distance, the majestic lava demon with a height of tens of billions of kilometers is already 

galloping at super high speed. His huge feet are stepping on the endless black rock land again and again, 

and every time you step on it is a destruction. The endless black rock in the surrounding area is 

instantaneous. The shock was shattered, and huge cracks and gullies opened in the distance. 

Every foot is like the death knell ringing in the heads of the five chaotic masters. 

But Wang Yi was still so indifferent, watching the lava demon rushing indifferently, the area it passed 

through was completely destroyed, and that power made Wang Yidu's soul instinctively tremble. 

There is only one thought in my mind, irresistible! 

As for the pleading, threatening, and cursing of the lord of the five chaos... 

He has decided to let all three of them fall here. 

Originally, I only wanted to kill Yintuo. Who knew that the lord of the five chaotic organs and the lord of 

the arrows were eager to die, and Wang Yi would never be merciless to the enemy who hit his own 

mind. 

"It's late, you all go on the road~www.mtlnovel.com~ Looking at the towering lava demon who seemed 

to be right in front of him, Wang Yi burst into a strange brilliance and laughed. 



The Lord of the Five Chaotic Areas and the Lord of the Arrows looked extremely ugly. 

Yin Tuo let out a scream of despair. 

Compared with the original history, Wang Yi's winged time and space plus the peak domain treasure, 

the suppression and restraint caused by it is even more powerful, and it is comparable to the strongest 

treasure, so whether it is the Lord of the Five Clues and the Lord of the Arrows, the two god-eye races 

are strong The person still flew out because of Tuo. 

The worst thing is Yin Tuo, it is at the end! 

"boom!!!" 

The huge blurred light and shadow formed at an extremely high speed pressed over with a destructive 

aura! 

The lava demon... finally came before their eyes. 

Chapter 619: All fall! 

The towering giant lava demon is full of hot lava, and its three eyes are burning with endless intent to 

fight. Even Wang Yi, Yintuo, the lord of the five chaos, and the lord of the arrows dare not face the eyes 

of the lava demon. Shi... Once they looked at each other, the impact of the will was enough to make 

them hard to use half of their strength. Its fangs appeared, and a low growl erupted from the cavity of 

its huge divine body, which caused the condensed space around it to be distorted and shattered. 

boom! boom! boom! Every time it stepped on, the endless black rock land fell into destruction-like 

fragmentation, at an astonishing speed. 

Before the Lava Demon arrived, the safest way was to fly to the ground, drill into the underground cave, 

and rush to the point of cut... Then a teleport immediately left. 

Relying on the speed of flight, it is impossible to fight the lava demon that far exceeds the limit of a 

hundred times the speed of light. There is only a dead end! 

But this safest way was ruined by the Lord of Chaotic Source! 

Whether it is the lord of the five chaotic organs, the lord of the arrows, or the lord of Yintuo, at this 

moment, he hates the lord of the chaotic source very much. 

Hate is overwhelming! 

"Master of Chaotic Source!" 

"Master of Chaotic Source, you are so vicious!" 

"Master of Chaotic Origin, one day, I will let you fall!" 

The Lord of Wuhuo and the Lord of Investigating Arrow were desperate, not to mention Yintuo. 

The golden unicorn lizard roared frantically, and in a blink of an eye it became a huge golden unicorn 

lizard measuring hundreds of millions of kilometers, and it continued to grow bigger. 
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Even if it can't run, it has to fight for the last chance! 

"die!" 

The lava demon had long been staring at the small reptile "Golden Unicorn Lizard" in the distance, and 

there was an invisible wave in his mouth. Although they had never heard of this text, Wang Yi and the 

Lord of the Five Huns, who had already started to flee for their lives, understood its meaning. 

Huh! 

The right leg of the lava demon moved, and it was almost to the point where it was unbelievable. That 

foot even made people feel that one foot might be able to kick through a small universe, as completely 

unstoppable, and the mystery contained in that foot is more It is far beyond the imagination of the Lord 

of the Five Huns. 

Just a kick! 

The "Golden Sulfone Armor" whose defense is comparable to the treasure of the top palaces formed a 

gigantic golden unicorn lizard of billions of kilometers and uttered a wailing, followed by the sound of 

the bang, and it broke completely, and a large number of fragments splashed in all directions, even 

those fragments. Many of them have cracks in their materials. 

And Wang Yi always pays attention to this scene through Wing Time and Space. 

When he saw the gold sulfone armor exploded and the fragments scattered, his eyes lit up. 

While countless fragments were flying around, there were countless water droplets splashing. 

"die!" 

Dangerous rays of light erupted in Wang Yi's eyes, and the power of time and space of the wings 

shrouded in a radius of 80 light-years burst to the extreme in an instant, and the gray light was so dense 

that it turned into a deep night. 

"Chichi..." 

Countless water droplets have been completely annihilated by the condensed power of Wing Time and 

Space before they drip onto the black rock ground! 

"Ah! Lord of Chaotic Source, you..." An unbelievable scream rang out in the void, and then returned to 

nothingness. 

If Yin Tuo hadn't transformed into a water drop shape, even if Wang Yi went all out, even using Xeon 

Zhibao, it would be nothing to do with it. 

But the Yin Tuo in the form of water drops... Although the infinite divine body is scattered, the defense 

power is also reduced to the extreme. 

There is no protection of the treasure armor! 

The power of the wings can easily threaten him! 



Yintuo did not expect that at this critical juncture of escape, the Lord of Chaotic Source would actually 

be distracted to kill him! 

The one and only special life in the first reincarnation era that is known to be undead has fallen because 

of Tuo! 

"Huh!" The lava demon also seemed to feel the gray light around him, but he didn't care, and continued 

to move at a terrifying speed beyond imagination, aiming at the two powerhouses of the God Eye Clan 

in the First Reincarnation Era. 

And at this time, the Lord of the Five Armies and the Lord of the Arrows had already sat in a palace 

surrounded by thunderbolts, and it was his peak flying palace, the "Forbidden Palace". 

But bound by the endless black river and gray light around, the speed of this flying palace treasure is so 

slow that it is horrible! 

"No! I can't run!" Seeing that Yintuo was kicked and exploded by the Lava Demon God, and the three 

eyes of the Lava Demon God had already looked over, the Lord of the Five Clues and the Lord of the 

Arrows made a desperate voice. 

Can't run! 

The lava gods are tens of billions of kilometers high, and they are so powerful that they can be caught by 

waving their hands at this distance. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source!" The Lord of Wu Chaotic Source looked up at the black palace in front of 

him, which was the flying palace of the Lord of Chaotic Source, his eyes were red. 

He never thought that he would fall into such a miserable situation. 

The most important thing is because the Lord of Chaotic Source, if there is no interference from him, 

everyone can escape. 

All are the masters of Chaotic Source! 

He has carved this name deeply into his heart and vowed to take revenge. 

The Lord of Arrow was also in great pain and fell into despair...he, but there was no clone. 

"Snapped!" 

The Lava Demon opened his arms and patted the center with both hands, just to pat the Forbidden City 

Hall inside. 

The whole palace was shaking, as if a small stone was pressed underneath by a road roller and could not 

move. 

And that terrifying impact passes through the palace. The defense of the palace is obviously difficult to 

withstand the attacks of such a terrifying existence of the lava demon. If it weren’t for the protection of 

the peak treasures on the Lord of the Five Armies and the Lord of the Arrows, it could be annihilated at 

once. . 



"I was caught!" The Lord of Wuhuo and the Lord of Arrows looked at this scene in despair. 

There is a consensus for those who have an understanding of Mie Shenjian-as long as they are caught by 

the hand of the lava demon! Those who are not the strongest in the universe are bound to die. 

And even the strong who was caught in the history of hiding in the peak palace treasure, quickly 

perished. 

Seeing a shot that didn't seem to slap the bugs hiding in the hard shell, the lava demon roared in an 

angry low voice in his chest, and then it opened its mouth with its fangs protruding, revealing the lava 

covered with lava, only the dazzling blood color can be seen The red blood basin gushed, and then in the 

palace's desperate gaze, the god-eye clan powerhouse swallowed the palace in one bite. 

"Guru..." 

Wang Yi, who was flying frantically upwards in the distance, couldn't help but trembled when he saw 

this scene. 

Being swallowed by the lava demon god, I am afraid that even the strongest treasure will never be able 

to escape. 

As for the two god-eye races who ride in the peak palace treasure, they are dead! 

too frightening! 

run! 

Wang Yi frantically urged the palace to escape. He knew very well that both the strong God Eye tribe 

and Yin Tuo were dead, and it was his turn next. 

The black palace has rushed into the endless magma sea~www.mtlnovel.com~ flying upwards 

frantically. 

Wow! A huge arm stretched in abruptly, constantly waving and grasping in the endless magma, while 

the black palace as big as dust dodged forward cautiously and quickly. 

This is also an escape route chosen by Wang Yi, passing through the sea of magma and rushing to the 

top end of the sea of magma-reaching the Yanshui Lake. 

Of course, there will be many terrible dangers along the way, even if there is a palace of the strongest 

treasures, it may be trapped in some Jedi. 

I am afraid that the strongest in the universe would dare to make a breakthrough. 

Wang Yi has a tower of Tongtian, a **** of golden armor, and he is still a little emboldened. 

Moreover, although the lava demon awakens, it will not rush into the magma sea again. This is an 

historical law. 

Facts have also proved that his approach is correct. 

Chapter 620: Furious God Eye Race 
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"If you want you to provoke me, besie me, and make plans, you are all dead now!" In the palace, Wang 

Yi was also very happy. 

Because of his death, he also let out a bad breath. 

"It's a pity that the "Forbidden Interpretation Hall" of the Lord of the Five Huosites was swallowed by 

the Lava Demon, and his most famous treasure of the "Extinction God Armor" has also been lost in it 

forever." Wang Yi was a little sorry. 

Luo Feng will not be able to obtain this precious pinnacle, supreme treasure in the future. 

"And the next step is to pass through this endless magma sea." Wang Yi's face condensed slightly. 

He is now in the "magma vortex core" of the magma sea. 

The core of the magma vortex affects the void below to produce an'annihilation whirlwind'. And the 

core of the vortex inside the magma sea is even more terrifying... the more it continues to spread to the 

depths, the stronger the strangulation power, the peak palace treasures will shatter. 

Wang Yi's palace was originally very close to the magma vortex. As soon as it drilled in, it quickly 

approached the magma vortex. Allowing the vortex to swallow it, it was quickly sucked into the most 

central and core area of the "magma vortex". 

However, he had considered this a long time ago. He rode the Tongtian Pagoda. Even if the "magma 

vortex" core tearing and impact force is powerful, he cannot destroy the Tongtian Pagoda, and even 

Wang Yi who is riding in the palace feels nothing. 

According to the records left by Jie Fanzi, he went from Mie Shenjian to another dangerous place above 

Yanshui Lake. There is a shortcut, that is, to penetrate the magma sea directly upwards, and to cross the 

magma sea normally, there are usually six deaths. 

Even if there is a palace of the strongest treasures, it may never get out of the magma sea. 

The only way is to enter the core of the magma vortex. 

Other strong men would never choose this route, but Wang Yi dare, because he has the most powerful 

palace. 

"Wow!" 

And at the core of the external vortex, under that terrible swallowing power, the laws of the universe 

began to change, and the dust-like black palace had turned into a black light and flew directly upward at 

a speed exceeding thousands of times the speed of light. 

Sitting in the palace, Wang Yi's eyes flickered fiercely. 

"God Eye Race!" 

"The two of the God Eye Clan are probably dead now, huh, I didn't want to take the initiative to provoke 

your God Eye Clan, but you just came up to die." 

... 



One of the seven large and small universes of the God Eyes in the First Reincarnation Era. 

"No!!!" In a palace, the incarnation of the arrow master showed panic, anger, and despair, only to make 

the last sound. 

"Kill the lord of the human chaotic source to avenge me! Kill him!!!" 

Then... 

Bang! 

Incarnation annihilation. 

The instant this incarnation annihilated... the owner of the entire mini-universe, the sixth God of the 

God Eyes, immediately discovered it. 

"Further Arrow...fallen!" The sigh resounded throughout the small universe. 

On the highest continent of the small universe. 

More than a dozen masters of the universe lived in different places. With the sudden fall of the Lord of 

Arrows, the incarnations of the masters of the universe suddenly appeared. 

"The sixth God, the Lord of Arrows has fallen?" 

"How could the Lord of Arrows fall?" 

"Who killed it." 

"How did he die?" 

"Didn't he stay with the Lord of the Five Clues in Mie Shenjian? Why did he suddenly fall? Where is the 

Lord of the Five Clues?" 

Asked anxiously one by one. 

Each small universe, there are just so many masters of the universe, after nearly three times of 

reincarnation, they have long been familiar with it. 

Such a familiar person by his side suddenly fell one day, and no one could accept it. 

"How exactly did the Lord of Arrows die? Did someone else kill them?" A cosmic lord let out a low roar. 

Some are full of doubts. 

Because the Lord of Arrows is also the Lord of the fourth-order universe (top level) according to their 

division method, even if you encounter the strongest person in the universe, there is a hope of life-

saving in a short time. For the entire God Eye Clan... the death of a cosmos lord is only a long time 

before it happens accidentally. 

The voice in the sky said: "Before the incarnation of the Lord of Arrows dissipated, there was a sentence 

left saying that it was the Lord of Human Chaotic Source who killed him and wanted us to avenge him." 



"As for the Lord of the Five Clues, I am still asking, but the universe of First God has not found any sign of 

the fall of the Lord of the Five Clues. He should be fine." 

"Master of Human Chaotic Source?" 

"That peerless genius that emerged from the human race in the primitive universe?" 

More than a dozen masters of the universe were in an uproar. 

"It is said that the Lord of Chaotic Source has the combat power of the Lord of the fifth-order universe, 

but it can't be enough to kill the Lord of Arrows." 

The master of the fifth-order universe is stronger than the master of the fourth-order universe. 

However, it is impossible to kill with a difference of only one level. 

Not to mention that there are many treasures in the Lord of Arrows, and he is really dedicated to save 

his life, even the strongest in the universe can't kill him in a short time. 

... 

The God Eyes are divided into seven large and small universes, and they are naturally connected to each 

other. The fall of the Lord of Arrows quickly spread to the entire upper ranks of the God Eye Clan. 

The first small universe of the God Eyes. 

"Five muds!" 

There was a voice in the sky. 

Outside the black palace of the Lord of the Five Clues, a figure flashed out. It was the Lord of the Five 

Clues. 

"The First God." He leaned slightly. 

"After all, the arrow fell. What is going on with him with you?" the voice in the sky asked. 

With a white robe and bald head, the face of the Lord of the Five Chaotics, whose skin is like a rock, 

showed a painful color, and then slowly said: "God, not only has the Lord of Arrows fallen, but my Lord 

of the Battle has also fallen, and all the treasures are gone. lose." 

"What?" The voice in the sky was furious. "what is the problem?" 

"The first God, this is the case." The Lord of the Five Clues took a deep breath, "I originally and the Lord 

of the Arrows were stationed at Deshen Stream. Not long ago, I discovered that the magma vortex 

appeared, and I set out to explore, and found that the source of the human chaotic. The Lord and Yin 

Tuo are..." 

The Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups told the whole story about the whole thing, without concealing it in 

the slightest, and did not add any oil and jealousy. 

"...In this way, Yin Tuo was kicked and scattered by the lava demon, and then the Lord of Chaotic Source 

took the opportunity to kill with wings and time and space. He should have fallen completely." The Lord 

of Five Chaotics was full of chills in his eyes. The Lord was also bound by the domain of the Lord of 



Chaotic Source. My Forbidden Palace was finally caught by the Lava Demon God and swallowed into it. 

There was flame magma everywhere. It was an extremely hot and terrifying world, even though the 

peak palace was the treasure. It can’t protect us either. The Lord of Arrows was first unable to bear it 

and fell quickly, but I persisted for a while and then fell. My treasure, including the God Armor of 

Extinction, was also lost in it." 

The tone of the Lord of the Five Chaotic Groups was full of hatred. 

The voice in the sky was silent for a while before he said: "So that's it, what about humans?" 

"I saw him fly into the magma sea in the palace treasure~www.mtlnovel.com~ and still live or die." The 

lord of the five humilis recalled, "but the inside of the magma sea is extremely dangerous, even if the 

lord of the universe takes the peak palace treasure to break through. After nine deaths, the Lord of 

Chaotic Source has mostly fallen. Of course, I haven't seen it with my own eyes. It's just a guess that 

humans may also pass through the magma sea, although the probability is not high." The Lord of the 

Five Chaotics said unconfidently. 

For that enemy, his mood was a little complicated at this time. There was a trace of fear and admiration 

in the hatred. 

"Listen to your description, that human being has a winged treasure that can control time and space, 

and it can even overlap with the pinnacle of the treasure domain, and exert a more terrifying power." 

The First God said, "This treasure is also very for my God Eye Race. It works, if he falls, the treasure is 

lost in the endless magma sea. No one can go there to find a needle in the haystack, but if he can leave 

the magma sea alive, hum!" 

The first God's tone became cold. 

Whether it is for the winged treasure or to avenge the Lord of Arrows, his God Eyes will not give up with 

humans. 

 


